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English Test
Name:

Date:

-------------------------------------------------------------Structure: 3 sections
Section 1 – Reading Comprehension
Section 2 - Grammar
Section 3 – Writing

Instructions:
1) Time Allocated: 90 minutes
2) Dictionary is NOT allowed
3) Read the instructions for each question carefully
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First Section – Reading Comprehension
 Read the following text then answer the questions that
follow:

Little Bears and the Chicks
Today is a sunny day. There are not many clouds in the sky.
Little Bear says, "It is a nice day. I like to walk in the fields". He
likes the smells and the colors of the flowers. He meets many
animals. Some of them are big and some are small.
Little Bear finds something strange. He finds a nest. There
are some eggs inside the nest. Little Bear, says, "What is this?"
Little Bear wants to touch the eggs. Suddenly, a bird comes, the
bird says, "Don't touch the eggs". Little Bear feels sad. He can't
touch the eggs. The bird says, "These are eggs. They will hatch
soon. Please come tomorrow".
The next day, Little Bear goes to the nest. There are no eggs
in the nest. He finds six chicks. They are nice and happy. Little
Bear plays with them. He is tired now. He goes home and says,
"Goodbye, little chicks".
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1) What does Little Bear like?
1._______________________________________________________
2._______________________________________________________
2) What does Little Bear find?
a. flowers
b. a nest
c. chicks
3) Does Little Bear touch the eggs? Why?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
4) Write True / False:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Little Bear meets many animals. __________
There is no sun in the sky. __________
Little Bear likes the smell of flowers. __________
The little chicks are ugly. __________

5) According to the text, fill in the missing words:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Little Bear likes to walk in the __________.
Little Bear meets small and __________.
Little Bear plays with the __________.
At the end, little bear goes __________.

6) Place the events in order according to the text.
____ It is a sunny today.
____ Little Bear finds a nest.
____ The eggs hatch and he plays with the chicks.
____ Little Bear walks in the fields.
3

____ Little Bear meets many animals.
____ Little Bear goes home.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Second Section – Grammar
 Circle the correct answer:
1) Listen! Your father _____.
a) talks
b) is talking

c) are talking

2) Ahmad and Adham _____ their room every week.
a) cleaned
b) clean
c) cleans
3) Sara _____ a letter right now.
a) wrote
b) is writing

c) writes

4) Tom _____ English language last week.
a) learn
b) learned

c) is learning

5) Mom _____ a cake every week.
a) doesn’t bake
b) is baking

c) don’t bake

6) He _____ this film on Sunday.
a) watch
b) watches

c) is watching

7) It _____ a lot in the winter.
a) is raining
b) rains

c) rain

8) Derma _____ a new story now.
a) read
b) reads

c) is reading

9) We _____ our homework every afternoon.
a) are doing
b) does

c) do

10) They _____ coffee right now.
a) are drinking
b) drink

c) is drinking
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 Use a / an / some
1)__________ melon
2)__________ arm
3)__________ dogs
4)__________ umbrella
5)__________ children
6)__________ class
7)__________ orange
8)__________ town
9)__________ avocado
10)__________ teachers

 Write am / is / are in the blank

1. I _____ a good student.
2. My parents _____ in the house.
3. The pupils _____ at school.
4. The boy _____ smart.

 Use has / have
1) Ahmad __________ three sisters.
2) We __________ a big house.
3) Ali and Salam __________ two cars.
4) They __________ three pencils
5) My friend and I __________ an English exam.
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Third Section – Writing
Write FIVE complete sentences describing the following
pictures?

1)_________________________________________________________
2)_________________________________________________________
3)_________________________________________________________
4)_________________________________________________________
5)_________________________________________________________
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